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ON WEAKLY STABLE YANG-MILLS FIELDS
OVER POSITIVELY PINCHED MANIFOLDS

AND CERTAIN SYMMETRIC SPACES

Yoshihiro OHNITA and PAN Yanglian (Y. L .. Pan)

Abstract. In this paper it is proved that for n > 5 there exists a eonstant 8(n)
with 8 < 8(n) < 1 such that any weakly stable Yang-Mills connection over a simply
eonnected compact Riemannian manifold M with 8(n)-pinched sectional curvatures
is always Rat. The pinching constants are possible to compute by elementary fune
tions. Moreover we give some remarks on stability of Yang-Mills connections over
certain symmetrie spaees.

Introduction.

Let M be an n-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with a metric 9
and G be a compact Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Let E be a Riemannian
vector btmdle over M with structure group G, and let CE denote the spaee of G
connections in E, which is an affine space modeled on the vector space n1 (gE)
of smooth I-forms with values in the adjoint bundle gE of E. The Yang-Mills
functional YM : CE --+ R is

for each \1 E CE, where F V is the curvatureform ofthe conneetion \1. Note that F V

is a smooth seetion of n2 (gE). The Yang-Mills connection \1 E CE is a eritical point
of Y M. A Yang-Mills connection \1 is called weakly stable if , for each variation
\1t E CE with \1 = \10,

(d2 /dt 2 )YM(\1t )lt=o > o.
M is called Yang·Mills unstable (cf. [1(-0-Tl) if for every vector bundle (E, G) over
M, any weakly stable Yang-Mills connection on E is always Rat. First Simons
proved that the Euelidean n-sphere sn for n > 5 is Yang-Mills unstable ([B-L]).
Ever sinee several persons have investigated the instability of Yang-Mills fields over
various Riemannian manifolds ; convex hypersurfaces, submanifolds, eompact sym
metrie spaces (cf. [I(a],[I(-O-T],[Pal], [Sh],[Ta], [We]). In [I(-O-T] it was shown that
the Cayley projective plane P2(Cay) and the compact symmetrie spaee of excep
tional type E 6 / F4 are Yang-Mills unstable.

In this paper we first establish the instability theorem for Yang-Mills fields
over a simply connected compact Riemannian manifold with sufficiently pinched
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sectional eurvatures. Okayasu [Ok] used the construetion and results of Ruh, Grove
and Kareher ([Ru],[G-I(-R1],[G-K-R2]) to show the instability of harmonie maps
into a Riemannian manifold with sufficiently pinched sectional curvatures. By using
the same idea, the second named author [Pa2] showed an instability theorem for
harmonie maps from a Riemannian manifold with sufficiently pinched sectional
curvatures to an arbitrary Riemannian manifold. We will also use it. Next we
shall prove some results on weakly stable Yang-Mills fields over certain symmetrie
spaces. Some of them were stated in [K-O-Tl without proof. They supplement
results of Laquer [La] which determined the stablity of canonical connections over
simply connected compact irreducible symmetrie spaces. Moreover we prove that
a weakly stable Yang-Mills field satisfying a certain condition over a quaternionie
projective space Pm(H) is a B 2 -connection in a sense of [Ni], or equivalently a
self-dual connection in a sense of [C-S], and hence it minimizes the Yang-Mills
functional.

1. Preliminaries on 'Yang-Mills fields.

Let \7 E CE. For any B E !lIegE), set \7 t = \7 + tB E CE. The second
variational formula for the Yang-Mills funetional is given as follows ([B-L])j

(1.1) (d2 /dt 2 )YM(\7t)lt=o = IV (B, B)

= J)s~ (B), B)dvol

=JM {(S'" (B), B) - (.5'" B, .5'"B)}dvol,

where S~(B) = 6v dV B +:Fv (B) and SV(E) = ~V (E) +:Fv (E). Here dV and 6v

denote the exterior eovariant differentiation indueed by the connection \7 E CE and
its adjoint differential operator, and :;:v is asymmetrie bundle endomorphism of
T*M @ gE defined by (:FV(b))(X) = E~l[FV(ei,X),b(ei)] for b E T;M @ (gE)x
and X E TxM, where {ei} is an orthonormal basis of TxM.

Let {w i } be t he dual frame of a 10cal orthonormal frame field {e i} in M.
Throughout this paper we use the summation convention. Set B = BiWi and
F V = (1/2)Fijw i Awi . Then we have

v . .
d B = (\7 i B j - \l j Bi)W 1 AwJ ,

V V ifJ d B = (\7 j \7iB j - \7 j \l j Bi)w ,

:;:v (E) = [Fij , Bi]w j ,

lIpv I1 2 = (Fij ,Fij)/2
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And (1.1) becomes

(d2
/ dt2 )yM(\7t)lt~O

= 1M{('Vj'viBj, Bi) - ('Vj'VjBi,Bi) + ([Fij,Bi],Bj)}dvol.

Let D be a Riemannian connection of M and let R denote the curvature tensor
field of D ; R(ei, ej )ek == Rijklel. The Ricci tensor field Ric of M is defined by
Rij == Rikkj. The scalar curvature R of M is defined by R == Rii. The Ricci
identities are as follows:

. . I .
DkDjX I

- D jD1:X' == RkjliX for X == X'ei,

\7, \7 1: Fi j - \7 1: \7 IFij == - Fmi R lki j - FimR,kjm + [FI k , Fi j].

The curvature form F V always satisfies the Bianchi identity dVF V == 0, or
equivalently

(1.2)

The Yang-Mills equation is 6v F V == 0, namely

(1.3)

Let \7 E CE. Assume that ep == (1/2)epiiwi 1\ wi E !l2(gE) is harmonie with
respect to \7, that is, dVep == 0 and 6v ep == O. Note that if \7 is a Yang-Mills
connection, we can take ep == F V . Let V E COCJ(TM) with V == yiei . Set B ==
iv<p == Biwi E !l1(gE)' Here Bi == yjepii. Then by the harmonicity of ep and the
Bochner-Weitzenböck formula (cf. [B-LJ) we compute

n

(1.4) (SV (B))(X) == ep(D* DY, X) - 2 L(\7ei ep )(Dei V, X)
i~1

+ ep(Y, Ric( X» - {ep 0 (Ric 1\ I - 2R.) }(V, X)
n

- L{[FV(ei, V),ep(ei'X)] + [Fv(ei,X),ep(ei' Y)]},
i~1

where D* DY == - L:~I D2y( ei, ei), and n denotes the curvature operator of

(M, g) acting on A2 TM. We define a quadratic form Qlt' on COCJ(TM) as
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where V't = V' + t( i vep) E CE. By straightforward computations we have

(1.5) q<p(V) = DjDiVkV1(epkj,ep,i) - DjDjVkV'(epki,Cf'li)

+ DjVkV1(V'iCf'kj,epli) - 2DjV kV ' (V'jCf'ki,Cf'li)

+ VkV'([Fj~' c,oij] + [Fj~' epkj], c,oli)

+VkV'{Rikmj(epmj,epli) - Rjikm(epmj,epli) + Rkm(epim,ep,i)}.

2. The construction of Ruh for a 8-pinched manifold.

We recall the idea and construction of Ruh ([Ru],[G-I(-RI],[G-I(-R2]). Let
(M, g) be an n-dimensional simply connected compact Riemannian manifold with
5-pinched sectional curvature, namely 6 < ]( < 1. vVe fix a normalized Riemannian
metric 90 = {(I +6)/2}g on M. Then we have 26/(1 + 6) < K gO < 2/(1 + 6).
Consider a veetor bundle 3 = TM E9 c(M) with a fibre metric ( , ) over M. Here
e(M) is a trivial line bundle with a fiber metric and it is orthogonal to TM. Let
e denote a smooth section of lengh 1 in e(M). Now we define ametrie eonnection
D II in 3 as followsj

D~Y = DxY - 90(X, Y)e.

D~~e = X

for X, Y E C OCJ (TM) . It was proved that if 6 is suffieiently elose to 1, there exists
a flat connection D' in 3 elose to D" ([G-I(-R1]). Define

liD' - D"II
:= Max{IID' xY - D~YII; X E TzM, go(X, X) = 1, Y E 3 x, lIY11 = I}.

Note that it is a half of that one in [G-I<:-R2]. Set

k1 (6) = (4/3)(1- ö)ö-1 {1 + (ö1
/

2 sin(1/2)1rÖ- 1
/

2
)-1},

k2 (ö) = {(I +Ö)/2}-lk1 (8),

k3 (8) = k2(8)[1 +{I- (I/24)1r2k2(8)2}-2]1/2.

[G-I<-M 2] proved that liD' - D" II < k3 ( 8)/2. The eurvature form R" of the con
neetion D" is

(2.1)

(2.2)

R"(X, Y)Z = R(X, Y)Z - (Y, Z)X + (X, Z)Y,

R"(X, Y)e = 0
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for X, Y, Z E TxM.

3. Trace formula for second variations of
Yang-Mills fields over a 8-pinched manifold.

Assurne that M is a simply eonneeted eompaet Riemannian manifold with S
pinehed seetional eurvatures. Let P = {v E COOC~); D'v = O}, whieh is linerly
isometrie to R n+l. For eaeh v E P, we denote by V = v T the TM -eomponent of
v in 3. Set V = {V E COO(TM); V = vT for some v E P}, which has a natural
inner produet so that it is linearly isometrie to P. Choose an orthonormal basis
{Va}a=o, ... ,n of V. Set Va = (va)T. Then 2::=0 V:V~ = Ski. In this section we
compute the trace TrvQr.p = 2::=0 Qr.p(Va ) of Qr.p on V relative to the inner product.

A straightforward eomputation shows

Lemma 3.1.

(3.1)

(3.2)

Dj yk == (D:', v, ek) - (v, e)Sjk'
J

DjDiVk

= ((D"
2V)(ei, ej), ek) - 8jk{D~i v, e) - Sik(D~j v, e) - 8ik {V, ej).

Lemma 3.2.

(3.3) 1M{D jDiykyl('Pkj, 'Pli) + D j yky' (V' i'Pkj, 'Pli )}dvol

=1M {Rjimk ymyl ('Pkj, 'Pli) - D j ykD iyl ('Pkj, 'Pli)}dvol.

(3.4) [ -2Dj V:V~(V7j'Pki, 'Pli)dvolJA1
= 1M{-2DkD j y;y;('Pij, 'Pli) - 2Dj y;D ky;('Pij, 'Pli)

- DiDj V:V~('Pij,~k,) - DjV: DiV~('Pij, ~kl)

- 2DiDjV:V~('Pjk, <Pli) - 2Djy;D iV~(CPjk, cpli)}dvol.

Proof. (3.3) is due to the Ricci identity and the divergence theorem. We show
(3.4). By dV'P = 0, we have

- 2DjV:V~(V7j'Pki,'Pli)

=2DjV:V~(V7k'Pij, 'Pli) + 2Dj V:V~(V7i'Pjk' 'Pli)'
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By using the divergence theorem, we get

.1M 2DY;V;('Vi'Pjk, 'Pli)dvol

= 1M{-2DiD j V;V;( 'Pjk, 'Pli) - 2DjV; DiV; ('Pjk, 'Pli)}dvol.

We compute

2D j V:V~(\7k'Pij, 'Pli)

== 2Dk{DjV:V~('Pij,'Pli)} - 2DkDjV:V~('Pij, 'Pli)

- 2DjV; D kV~( 'Pij, 'Pli) - 2DjV:V~('Pij, \7k'Pli)'

Since

(3.6)

we have

DjV:V~('Pij,\7k'Pli) == DjV:V~('Pij, \7''Pik).

Hence by Bianchi identity we get

-2Dj V:V~( 'Pij, \7k'Pli) == DjV:V~('Pij, \7 i'Pkl).

Thus by using the divergence theorem we obtain

1M 2D jV; v; ('Vk'Pij, 'Pli)dvol

= 1M {-2DkDj.v;V;( 'Pij, 'Pli) - 2DjV; DkV;( 'Pij, 'Pli)

- DiDj V:V~('Pij, 'Pkl) - D jV; D iV~('Pij, 'Pkl)}dvol.

By (1.5),(3.3) and (3.4), we get

q.e.d.

(3.7) 'frv Qt.p

= 1M{-Djv; DiV;('Pkj, 'Pli) - DjDjV;V;('Pki, 'Pli)

- 2DkDjV:V~(epij, 'Pli) - 2DjV; D kV~('Pij, 'Pli)

- DiDjV:V~('Pij, 'Pk,) - D j V; D i V~('Pij, 'Pkl)

- 2DiDjV:V~('Pjk, 'Pli) - 2DjV; D iV~('Pjk, 'Pli)

+ R j i I k ( c.p k j , 'P li) + Ri km j ( 'P m j , 'P k i )

- Rjikm ('Pmj, 'Pkd + Rkm ('Pim, 'Pki) }dvol.
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Lemma 3.3.

(3.8) - 2D i D j V:V~(epjk, epli)

= DjV;D i V~(epjk, epli) +D i V; DjV~(epjk, epli)

+ R jimkVamv~( epjk, epli),

(3.9) - DiDj V;V~(c.pij, c.pkl) = -(lj2)RijmkVamv~( c.pij, c.pkl).

Proof. (3.9) is due to the Rieei identity. We show (3.8). Differentiating eovari
antly (3.6), we have

(3.10) DiDjV;V~+ V:DiDjV~

+ DjV;DiV~ + DiV:DjV~ = O.

(3.8) follows from (3.10) and the Rieci identity.

Lemma 3.4.

q.e.d.

(3.11 ) -DjDjV;V~(c.pki, c.p,i) = (D:'iVa) D~'i vfJ) V;V~( c.pki, ep,i)

+{2(D~~va,e) + (Valek)}V~(c.pki,ep'i)'

(3.12) ((D fl2 va)(ei' ej), vfJ) + ((D"
2
vß)(ei' ej), va)

= -(D~i Va, D~j vß) - (D~j Va, D~'i vfJ)·

Using (3.2) and (3.12), we obtain (3.11).

Lemma 3.5.

(3.13) 1M -2Dk D j V;V~('f'ij, 'f'li)dvol

= f [2(D~.va,e)V~(epij,c.pli)1M J

+ 2(D~1I Va, ek)(D~j Va, el)(epij, ep,i)

+ 2{(2 - (n/2))(D~~ Va) ek)(Val e) - (1/4)(R"(el, ek)ek, el)

- (lj4)(D~'~ Va) D:', vß)(vfJ) ek)(va)e,)

- (1/4)(D~kVa, n:', vß)(vß, el)(va, ek)

- (1/2){D~JlVa, e)V; + (lj2)(D~JlVa, ek) (D~f Va, el)} 1Ic.p112

- 2(R"(ek, ej)el l ek)(c.pij, cpli) + 2(n + l)(D~j Va, e) V~(c.pij, ep,i)

+ 2(Va) ej)V~ (epij, c.p,i )Jdvol.
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Proof. By (3.2), we have

(3.14) - 2DkDjVa kVaI('Pij, 'Pli)

= -2{ ((D" 2va)(ej, ek), ek) - (n + l)(D~/j Va, e)

- (Va, ej)} V~('Pij, 'Pli).

By using the Ricci identity we get

(3.15)

We compute

((D,,2 Va )(ej, ek), ek)V~(<pij, <Pli)

= {((D,,2 va )(ek' ej), ek) + (R"(ek, ej)Va, ek)} V~('Pij, <Pli)'

(3.16) ((D,,2Va)(e,o ej), ek) V~(<Pij, <Pli)

= Dj{ (D~1cVa, ek) V~(<Pij, <Pli)} - (D~j Va, e) V~(<Pij, <Pli)

- (D~'1c Va, ek)(D~j Va, e')('Pij, <Pli) - (D~k Va, ek)(Va, e)('Pij, 'Pij)

- (D~le Va, ek) Va I (<Pij, \l j'Pli).

By the Bianchi identity we get

(3.17)

We compute

(3.18) (D~le Va, ek) Va IDdl<p1l2
= DI{(D~'leVa, ek)Va' II<p1l2} - ((D,,2 Va )(ek' e,), ek)Va' II<p112

+ (D~I:Va,e)Va kll'P11 2
- (D~leVa,ek)(D~,Va,el)ll'P112

+ n(D~1:Va, ek)(Va, e)II'P1l 2
•

By using (3.12) and the Ricci identity we get

(3.19) ((D,,2 Va )(ek' e,), ek)Va'
= -(1/2){(R" (e" ek )ek' e,) + (D~'I: Va, D~, Vß)V:V~

+ (D~/k Va, D~, vß) VJV;}.

Hence, by the divergence theorem, (3.13) follows from (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), (3.17),
(3.18) and (3.19). q.e.d.
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Therefore, by (2.1), (3.8), (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13), (3.7) reduces to the follwing
trace formula.

(3.20) Trv Q~

= J)2{5 - 2n + (n(n - 1) - R)/4}11'P11 2 + Rjl( 'Pij, 'Pa)

+ (D~j va, D:'j vfJ) V;V~( 'Pki, 'Pli) - 2(D~,. Va, ek) (D:~ VO" el)('Pij, 'Pil)

+ 2{(2 - (n/2»)(D~1e VO', ek)(VO', e)

- (1/4)(D~~Va, D~'l vp)(vp, ek)(VO', el)

- (1/4)(D~~ VO', D~l Vp)(Vß, e,)(Va, ek)

- (1/2)(D~1l Va, e)V; + (1/2)(D~~ VO', ek)(D~, Va, el) 111'P11 2

- 2(n + l)(D:'jVal e)V~('Pij,'Pil)- 8(D~~vO', ek)(VO', e)('Pij,<Pik)

+2(D~j Va, ek) (D~1e Va, el) (epij, c.pil) - (D:'j Va, ek) (D~i Va, el) (c.pij, <Pkl)

+ (D~,Va, ej) (D~iVa, ek)(epij, <pkl)]dvol.

4. Instability theorem für Yang-Mills fields
over a 8-pinched Riemannian nlanifold.

Note that if 8=1, then D' = D", heuce (3.20) becomes

Since the sectional curvatures of Mare 8-pinched, we have

2{5 - 2n + (1/4)(n(n - 1) - R)111<p112 + Rjl(<Pij, epil)

< 2[5 - 2n + (1/4)n(n - 1){l - 28/(1 + 8)} + 2(n - 1)/(1 + 8)]11 epll 2
•
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We can make estimates for each other term of (3.20) as follows:

(D~i V cn D~/ivß) V;V~(<t'I;:i, <t'ld < (n/2)k3 (6)21l<t'11 2,

- 2(D ~~ Va, ek)(D~j Va, el) ('P i j , 'P i ,) < n(n + 1)k3(6)211 <P 11 2,

(2 - (n/2»(D~~Va, ek}(Va, e) < n(n/4 - 1)k3 (6),

- (1/4)(D~~ Va, D~l Vß}(Vß, ek}(Va, €l) < (n2/16)k 3 (8)2,

- (1/4)(D~kVa, D~', Vß}(Vß, e,}(Va,ek) < (n2/16)k 3 (6)2,

- (1/2)(D~I:Va,e}V; < (n/4)k3 (8),

(1 /2)(D~k Va, ek) (D~', Va, e,) < (n2/8)k 3 (6)2,

- 2(n + 1)(D~j Vo , e) V~(<Pij, 'Pi,) < 2(n + 1)k3(6) IIepl1 2
,

- 8(D~j V0, ek) (Va, e) (<P i j , <P i k) < 8k3(8) 11 <P 11
2

,

2(D~j Va, ek} (D~~ Va, el) (<Pij, <Pil) < nk3(S) 11ep 11 2
,

(D~l Va, ej) (D~iVa, ek)(<Pij, <Pkl)

- (D~j Va, ek) (D~/i Va, e,)(<Pij, <t'kl) < k3(8) 11 ep 11
2

•

Hence we get

(4.1) Trv Qtp

< 2[5 - 2n + (1/4)n(n - 1){1 - 28/(1 + 8)} + 2(n - 1)/(1 + 8)

+ (1/4)(n 2 + n + 20)ka(8) + (1/4)(3n2 + 5n + 2)ka(8?1 1M IIrp1l2.

Therefore we obtain

Theorem 4.1. rEn > 5 and

(4.2) 5 - 2n + (1/4)n(n - 1){1 - 28/(1 + S)} + 2(n - 1)/(1 + 6)

+ (1/4)(n2+ n +20)k3 (8) + (1/4)(3n2 +5n + 2)k3 (8)2 < 0,

then M is Yang-Mills unstable.

Corollary 4.2. For n > 5, there exists a constant 6(n), which depends only on
n, with 1/4 < 6(n) < 1 such that any n-dimensional simply connected compact
Riemannian maniEold M with S(n )-pinched sectional curvatures is Yang-Mills un
stable.

Remark. As n tends to the infinity, the right hand side of (4.2) divided by
(1/4)(3n2 + 5n + 2) tends to (1/3){1 - 28/(1 + 8)} + (1/3)k3 (S) + k3(8)2 > O. In
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our argument it is not possible to find a pinching constant S independent of the
dimension of the base manifold M such that M is Yang-Mills unstable.

5. Trace formula for second variations of Yang-Mills fields
over submanifolds in Euclidean space.

Assume that M is isometrieally immersed in a Euelidean space RN. Let <I>
denote the immersion. We may assume that <I>(M) is not eontained in any hyper
plane of RN. Set U = {U E COO(TM)j U = grad fu for some u ERN}. Here fu
denotes the hight function on M defined by fu(x) = (cI>(x), u). Suppose that \l
is a eonneetion on a Riemannian vector bundle (E, G) over M and 'P E n2(gE) is
harmonie with respeet to \7. Then we recall

Proposition 5.1 ([K-O-TJ). For U = grad fu EU,

sV' (iu'P )(X)
(5.1) = -{ r.p 0 (Ric /\ I - 2'R.)}(U, X)

+ nr.p(Aq(U), X) + r.p(U, Rie(X» - r.p(Rie(U), X)
n

- L{[FV'(ei' U), r.p(ei'X)] + [F'7(ei,X),r.p(ei,U)]}
i=1

n n

- 2 L (B(ei,ej),U}(\7 ej cp)(ei,X) - n L(D.L ei7J ,u}cp(ei'X),
i,j=1 i=1

(5.2) truQ", = 2 J)cp 0 {(n/2)(A'I/\ 1) - Ric /\ I + 2R}, cp)dvol,

where 'R., B, A, 1] and DJ.. denote the curvature operator of M acting on A2 TM, the
second fundamental form, the shape operator, the mean curvature and the nonnal
connection of <I> , respectively.

Consider a compact Riemannian homogeneous spaee with irreducible isotropy
representation M.

Lemma 5.2. H \7 is a weakly stable Yang-Mills connection, then we have

n

(5.3) L {[FV(ei, Y),r.p(ei, X)] + [Fv(ei,X),r.p(ei' V)]} = 0
i=1

for every X, Y E T x lvf.

Proof. Let I< be the group of isometries of M and let k be its Lie algebra of
Killing vector fields on M. Since M has irreducible isotropy representation, we can
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fix a J(-invariant inner product on k which induces the J(-invariant Riemannian
metric of M. By [B-L, (10.4) Lemma], for each V E k

n

sti (iv)O )(X) = - L{[Fv (ei, V),)O( ei, X)] + [FV (ei, X),)O(ei, V)]}.
i=l

Hence trk Qlf' = O. Since \7 is weakly stable, we have IV (i V'P, i v)O) == 0 for all
V E k. For any B E nl(gE),

o< IV(iv)O + tB,ivc.p + tB) == 2tIV (i v c.p,B) + t2I V(B,B),

hence IV(iv)O, B) == O. Thus S~(ivc.p) == 0 for all V E k. q.e.d.

Consider <I> : M ---t SN-l( Jn/ )...1) C RN be the first standard minimal
immersion of M (cf. [I(-O-T]). Sinee M is an Einstein manifold and <P is a minimal
immersion onto a sphere of radius Jn/Al' if c.p == F V

, then (5.1) becomes

(5.4) SV (iu)O )(X) == [c.p 0 {(Al - 2c)I + 2'R.}](U, X)
n

- 2 L (B(ei,ej),U}(\7 ej )O)(ei,X),
i,i=l

where c and Al denote the Einstein constant of M and the first eigenvalue of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator of M acting on functions, respectively.

Assume that M is a compaet irreducible symmetrie space. Let

(5.5)
2

1\ TxM == h o + h l + ... + hp

be the orthogonal decomposition into eigenspaces of 'R., where ho is the eigenspace
with eigenvalue 0 and h s is the eigenspace with eigenvalue !Ls > O. We decompose
)0 == 'Po + <PI + ... + <Pp along (5.5). Note that \7<p == 0 if and only if \7'Ps == 0 for
eaeh s == 0, ... ,po Assurne that \7)0 == O. If \7 is weakly stable Yang-Mills field, then
by (5.3) we have

(5.6) SV (iv)Os) == (Al - 2c + 2!Ls)(i v <ps) for eaeh s == 0, ... ,po

6. Remarks on Yang-Mills fields over compact synlmetric spaces.

First we remark on the stability of the canonieal connections over compact
globally Riemannian symmetrie spaces. Laquer [La] determined the indices and
nullities of the canonical eonnection on the standard prineipal bundle of each simply
conneeted compaet irredueible synunetric spaces. We denote by i(\7) and n(\7) the
index and nullity of a Yang-Mills connection \7 (cf. [B-L] for their definitions).
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Theorem 6.1 ([La]). Let M == 1(1H be a simply eonneeted eompaet irredueible
symmetrie spaee associated with a symmetrie pair (I<, H) and let \7 tbe eanonieal
connection oE tbe principal bundle I( ---+ K IH .
(1) H M is a group maniEold, then i(\7) == 1 and n(\7) == O.
(2) JE M == sn (n > 5), P2 (Cay), EelF4 , then i(\7) == n + 1,26,54 and n(\7) == 0,
respeetively.
(3) JE M == Pm(H) (m > 1), then i(\7) = 0, n(\7) == 10 (m = 1) or m(2m +3) (m >
2).
(4) H M is otberwise, then i(\7) == n(\7) == O.

We should note that the values i(\7) for M = sn (n > 5), P2(Cay), EelF4 and
n(\7) for M == Pm (H) (m > 2) are equal to the dimension of the first eigenspace
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator of M acting on functions, and n(\7) for M ==
PI(H) == S4 is eqllal to its twice. It is known that, in the cases of M == sn, Pm(H),
P2 (Cay), the spaee of all gradient vector fields for the first eigenfunctions on M
coineides with the space of all proper infinitesimal conformal transformations or
projective transformations on M.

We observe the case when M is a non-simply connected, compaet irreducible
symmetrie spaee. From [La] we see that if M is a group manifold, then i(\7) ==
1, n(\i") == O. Suppose that M is not a group manifold. We easily check that if the
canonical connection of the universal covering M of M has i(\7) == n(\7) == 0, then
the eanonical eonnection of M also has i(\7) == n(\7) == O. When!VI == sn, by virtue
of [B-L, (9.1) Theorem), we have i(\7) == n(\7) == O. From the theory of symmetrie
spaces (cf. [Hel) we know that if M == Pn(H) or P2 (Cay), then M == M, and if
M == E 6 IF4 , then M == EeI F4 • Z3. We show that the canonieal eonneetion of
M == Eel F4 • Z3 has i(\7) == n(\7) == O. From Theorem 6.1 we see n(\7) == O. First
we recall the realization of EelF4 and EelF4 • Z3 (cf. [Yol). Consider the Jordan
algebra T == {u E M(3, Cay); u'" == u} of (real) dimension 27. Let R 54 == C27 == TC
be the complexification of T with a natural real inner product ( ,). Let S53 ==
{u E R 54 j (u, u) == 3}, a hypersphere of TC. Set M == {u E S53; det(u) == I} and let
<I> denote the embedding M ---+ S53 C R 54.

Proposition 6.2. (1) M is isometrie to a simply conneeted eompaet irreducible
symmetrie spaee E 61F4 (cf. [Yo]).
(2) The embedding cI> is the first standard minimal immersion oE M == Eel F4

(cf. [Oh]).

~ow we define a finite group r acting freely and isometrieally on R 54
- {O}

and M by
r == {1,a,a 2

} '" Z3,

a(u) == e(2/3)rrv=!u for eaeh u E R 54 •

Then the quotient M = MIr is isometrie to the symmetrie spaee E 6 IF4 . Z3.

13



Set 1( == E 6 , H == F4 and N == 54. Let R V be the curvature form of the
canonieal conneetion \7 for (1(, H). Then we have

2

1\ TxM == sO(TxM) == ho + h 1 ,

where h 1 is isometrie to the Lie algebra of F4 , whieh is the holonomy algebra of M.
Sinee Al - 2~ +2f-ll < 0 by virtue of the result of [K-O-Tl, from (5.4) we see that

e = {iuRv ;U = grad tu for some u ERN}

is an eigenspaee of SV of dimension 54 with a negative eigenvalue. From Theorem
6.1 we see i(\7) = dirn e. In order to show that the eanonical conneetion of M has
i(\7) = 0, it suffices to show that if iuRv E e is invariant by r, then U == O. It
follows from the following two lemmas.

Lemma 6.3. Let V E COO(TM). Jf

then ,.V = V for each, Er.

Proof. For any X E TxM,

RV(Vx , X) == ,(ivRV)(X) = ,(Rv
(V'"1'-l(x), ,;1 X»

== RV
(,.V"Y-1(x), X),

hence RV
(,.V"Y-1(x) - V x , X) = O. If we let the eanonieal deeomposition k == h +m

at x E M and we use the identifieation m = TxM, then R V (X, Y) == -adm[X, Y]
(cf. [K-N]). Thus adm[,. V...,.-l(X) - V x , Xl = for each X E m. Since h = [m, m] and
k is semisimple, ,.V"Y-1(x) - V x = O. q.e.d.

Lemnla 6.4. Let U == grad tu E CCO(TM) for some u ERN. If, E r - {I} and
,.U == U, then tL == O.

Proof. For each x E M and X E TxM,

(,.u,X) = (U,,;lX) = (,-l(X),u) == (X,,(u)) == (U,X) = (X,u),

henee (X,,(u) - u) = 0 Thus (x,,(u) - u) is constant in x E M. Since cI>(M) is
not contained in any hyperplane of RN, we have ,(u) = u. Since r aets freely on
RN - {O}, we get u == O. q.e.d.
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Next we remark on weakly stable Yang-Mills fields over a quaternionie projec
tive space M = Pm(H). Generally let M be a quaternionie I(ähler manifold. The
Sp(m) . SpeI )-structure induces the orthogonal decomposition

2

/\ T-' M = Wo + W1 + W2,

where (Wo)x, (W1)x rv sp(I), (W2 )x rv sp(m) are irreducible Sp(m)·Sp(I)-modules.
The curvature form F V = Fo

v + F1
V + F2

V of a connection \7 on the vector bundle E
over M splits into components F j

V to End(E) 0 Wj at each point. A connection \7
with F V = F2

V (resp. F V = F 1
V

) is called a B 2 -connection (resp. A~ -connection) as
in [Ni], or a sel/-dual conncetion (resp. an anti-sel/-dual connection) as in [e-5]. They
are Yang-Mills connections which minimizes the Yang-Mills functional (IC-S],[NiJ).

Proposition 6.5. Let E be aRiemanman vector bundle over ,Pm(H). JE \7 is
a weakly stable Yang-Mills connection on E satisEying P1

V = 0, then \7 is a B 2 

connection (selE- dual).

Proo/. We may suppose that 9 is an Sp(m+ 1)-invariant Riemannian metric on
Pm(H) = Sp(m+ I)jSp(m) X Sp(l) induced by the I<illing form of the Lie algebra
of Sp(m + 1). From [K-O-T] we know

(6.1)

R = Ra + 'R.1 + 'R.2 ,

7<-0 = 0,

'R.1 = (m/2(m + 2»1,

'R.2 = (1/2(m + 2»1.

Hence by virtue of (5.2), we get

Tru QFv

=2 J)FV
o {2R-(I/(m+2»I},FV )dvol

= 2{-I/(m + 2) J)Fo
V

, FoV)dvol + (m - I)/(m + 2) J)F1
V

, F1'V)dvol}.

Proposition 6.5 follows from this equation. q.e.d.

From the proof of Proposition 6.5, we see that if \7 satisfies the assumption,
then

n

(6.2) L (B(ej,ej),u)(\7ej p V )(ej,X) = 0,
j,j=l
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for all u E RN and all X E TxM. Using the properties of the second fundamental
form of <I> and the curvature tensor field of Pm(H), we can check that (6.2) implies
that the restriction of p V to every quaternionic projective line PI (H) C Pm(H)
is always a Yang-Mills field. Hence by (5.6) and (6.1) we obtain that, for any
B2 -connection \7 over Pm (H) and any infinitesimal projective transformation U on
Pm(H), we have SV(iuPV

) = O. This means the existence of an infinitesimal action
of the projective transformation group of Pm(H) on the space of all B 2-connections
over Pm(H). In fact, it is known that the projective transformation group of Pm(H)
aets on the moduli space of all B 2 -connections on E.

By (5.4), (5.6) and (6.1) we obtain that the indices i(\7) and the nullity n(\7)
of the eanonical eonneetion of M :::: sn (n ?:: 5), P2 (Cay) and E 6 /P4 eome from
spanR{iuRVjU EU}, and the nullities for M::::: PI(H) == S4 and Pm(H) (m > 2)
comes from spanR {iu R'{ , iu~\l ; U E U} and spanR{iuR:f jU E U}, respectively.
We do not know whether each weakly stable eanonieal connection over a compaet
symmetrie space minimizes the Yang-Mills functional. And it is interesting to inves
tigate relationships of Yang-Mills fields with holonomy groups and the classification
of vector bundles with Yang-Mills connections satisfying \7F V = 0 over compact
symmetrie spaces. From results of [B-L, p. 211] and [K-O-T] we can find gap phe
nomena for Yang-Mills fields over every compact irreducible symmetrie space which
is not locally Hennitian symmetric. The classification of such Yang-Mills connec
tions may also be useful to establish accurately isolation theorems for Yang-Mills
fields over compact symmetrie spaces.
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